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Abstract.
Pioneer 10 magnetic field measurements,
believed to include waves associatedwith the pick-up of
interstellarhydrogenatoms,have been further analyzed. Power
spectraand waveformdata reveal that the signals previously
interpretedas waves are an artifact. They resultedfrom a very
low telemetry/sampling
rate, associatedwith the large distance
of Pioneer10 from Earth, whichcausedaliasingof a sinusoidal
signalat the spacecraftslain frequencyto a low frequencyjust
above the proton gyrofrequency. Thus the Pioneer 10 plasma
analyzer evidence for interstellar pickup ions must be
considered separately from the magnetometer data: The
validity of the plasma measurements
is not affectedby this

supporting this conclusion. It also provides the means by
which suchan artifact can be properly identified in these or
other data.

data artifact.

The low level

of the real interstellar

ion waves

makes it necessary to exert extreme caution to avoid misidentifying interferencesignals of variouskinds as naturallyoccurring phenomena.

Analysis
In Intriligator et al., the wave identification was based on
power spectra,cross spectraand coherencyspectraof the two

field components,
BN andBT,reproduced
hereas Figure1.
Each of the panelsshowsan enhancement
in power around4.4

x 10'3Hz. Theprotongyrofrequency,
f•,,alsoshown,is about
Introduction

Intriligatoret al., (1996) presented
evidenceof H+ ions
picked up from the interstellar hydrogenflowing through the
heliospherein the plasmadataobtainedby Pioneer 10 near

a factor of two smaller. A high degree of coherency,
approachinga value of 1.0, is associatedwith the peak in
power. Although, the relative phase was not shown, it was
stated that the signal is circularly polarized with the two
components90 ø out of phase.

8.5AU. Theexample
presented
wasfromdatacollected
overa
10 day interval in December1975. The Pioneer 10 plasma
analyzerobservationsof interstellar pickup ions, combined
with more recentobservationsfrom Ulysses( Gloeckler et al.,
1993 ), open a much wider window for study of the pick-up
processas a functionof heliographicpositionand phaseof the
solar cycle.
lntriligator et al., (1996) also studied the Pioneer 10

magnetic
fielddata
obtained
concurrently
withtheplasma

BT

BN
FREQUENCY
(HZ) I

FREQUENCY { HZ)

measurements
andreportedevidenceof the detectionof waves
generatedby the pickup ions.

Wehave
reanalyzed
thePioneer
magnetic
field
data
totryto

confirm the existence of the waves and to compare their
properties with the Interstellar Ion Waves (IIW) identified in
the Ulyssesmagneticfield observationsnear 5 A U (Murphy
et al. 1995). The Ulyssesresultshave shownthat the wavesare
difficult to detect becauseof their low amplitude levels and

fp

intermittent character which has rendered the usual power
spectral analysis virtually uselessand made it necessaryto
resort to dynamic spectra (frequencyvs. time). It was thus

o

interesting
thatthewaves
identified
in thePioneer
10data
were seenin power spectracoveringan interval of 10 days.
Unfortunately, we find that the "waves" identified in the
Pioneerdataare an artifact. This article presentsthe evidence
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Figure 1. Figure 3 of Intriligator et al. showing the
identificationof low frequencywavesthoughtto be associated
with interstellarpickupions. Shownare the autospectra
for BT
(Fig. la) andBN (Fig. lb) andthe BT-Bscrossspectrum(Fig.
lc) andcoherence(Fig. ld) for Pioneer10 magnetometer
data
collectedbetween18:00 UT on day of year 278 and24:00 on
dayof year280, 1975. The protongyrofrequency
is marked
fp.
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Figure 2. Time seriesof the wave forms responsiblefor the
peakin the powerspectrumshownin figure 1. The top panel
shows the radial magnetic field component, the middle two
panels show the transverse components, in the RTN
coordinatesystem,while the lower panel showsthe magnetic
field magnitude.

Certain features of these spectra cause concern. The

'

the signal. The Ulyssesspectra,on the other hand, showthe
wave power extending upward to about three times the
gyrofrequency
with decreasing
power. Anotherconcernis that
the average field is not radial or nearly radial, a field
orientation that has been found in the Ulysses examples to
favor the appearanceof the waves. Furthermore,for the
observed field orientation, some wave power would be
expectedin the BR component,but none is seen. Since the
Pioneer spin axis, which is also the axis of the telemetry
antenna,was nearly radial becauseof the large distancefrom
Earth,the BT andBNcomponents
lie in the plane perpendicular
to the spin axis. Interferencesignalslying in this plane would
appearto be modulatedby the spacecraftspin whenthe fields
are transformedinto non-spinning coordinates.
Although spectral analysis is very useful in identifying
signals embeddedin noise, examination of the time seriesto
identify the correspondingwaveforms can be advantageous,
especiallywhen the signalis quasi-sinusoidalor narrowband.
Figure 2 containsa sampleof one minuteaveragesof the three
componentsand the field magnitudeover a four hour period
duringthe interval examinedby Intriligatoret al. The "waves"
are clearlyevidentas the sinusoidalsignals in the two middle

panelsin the left-half figure.By countingcycles,of which
thereare 16 in about60 minutes,an averageperiodof 225 sec

is obtained
whichagrees
closelywith1/4.4 x 10'3Hz=227
secinferredfrom the spectrain figure 1.

Fortuitously,the "waves"suddenlydisappear,or their
amplitude
is greatlyreduced,
near05:00 hr andthroughout
the
right-handsideof the figure. On furtherinvestigation,it was

enhancement
beingwellabove
f• isnota characteristic
feature found that this event occurredat a change in
of the many examplesof waves found in the Ulysses

the telemetry bit
The switch to a significantly higher bit rate was

rate.

observationswherethere is a sharplow frequencycutoff just
associated
with.useof a 70m DSN antenna. Furtheranalysis,
abovethe gyrofrequency.
The enhancement
in figure1 is also
reportedbelow, showsthat this disappearanceis attributable
symmetricaboutthe peak and appearsto occupya very narrow
to a shift to a higherfrequencyof the signal, correspondingto
bandwidth. Power spectra computed at higher frequency
resolution, not shown here, confirm the narrow bandwidthof
f = .0044
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Figure 3. Powerspectrum
of BN from 20:29to 23:23on dayof-year 279 1975, showingthe presenceof a strong, narrow
signalat the spacecraftspinfrequency.

Figure 4. Powerspectrumof BN duringthe periodwhenlow
frequencywaveswere reportedby Intriligatoret al.. A peak is
seenat the frequencyexpectedfrom aliasing of the spacecraft
spin tone becauseof the low data sampling rate during this
interval
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Discussion
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We have shown that the signals previously identified in

Pioneer 10 data as Interstellar

Ion Waves are an artifact.

The

causeis a slight change in the magnetometeroffset or zero
level ( equivalentto the instrumentoutputin the absenceof an
ambientmagneticfield) which developedduringthe last month
of operationwhen the instrumentperformancewasgradually
degrading.The resultingsmall steady/dcsignal in the sensor
outputappearsas a field rotating in the spacecraftspin plane

:

10 -1
N

................
'..........................

•(9 1 0-2
o

whenthe measurements
aretransformed
into non-rotatingor
inertialcoordinates.
It thenappearsto be a circularlypolarized
sinusoidalsignal at the spin frequency.It would have been
readilyidentifiedas suchif the telemetry rate had not been so
low that it causedaliasing of the spin frequencyto a low
frequencynearthe protongyrofrequency.
Of course,this result does not affect the analysis of the
Pioneerplasmameasurements:
The identification of pickup
ionsin the plasmadatais still valid. It simply meansthat the
presenceof the ions is not confirmedby the simultaneous
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This result doesnot imply that IIW are not presentin the
Pioneer10 or 11 data, althoughattemptsto find them have

Figure 5. Powerspectrumof B•_,the transversecomponent proven unsuccessful:Originally, Pioneer 11 data near 9.6 AU
of the magnetic field, during an interstellar ion wave event
were examined using conventional power spectral analysis
detected by the Ulysses spacecraft. The local proton

gyrofrequency
is marked
asfp. Priorto thecomputation
of the
autospectrum
the data are transformedinto a coordinatesystem
alignedwith the meanmagneticfield

a period much shorter than the one minute averaging interval
of the data.

Figure 3 shows a power spectrumof B•

taken over the

interval from 20:29 to 23:23 hr, somewhat later than the data

shownin figure 2. There is a strongsignalwith peak power at
0.0790 Hz. This measuredfrequencyandperiod(12.66 sec)are
closeto the spacecraftspin periodandspin frequency,fs, and
we can confidentlyassertthat the signalis a residual spin tone
in the data. Furthermore, the time interval between triaxial

data samplesat the prevailing telemetry rate of 1024 bps is
0.375 sec, so that the Nyquist frequencyis 1.333 Hz, well
above the observedfrequencyof the peak. With the one
minuteaveragesusedin the analysisof Intriligator et al., this
signalwouldbe filteredout of the dataeffectively.
Figure4 containsthe spectrumof B• overthe interval from
03:29 to 04:59 hr in figure 2, the period before the low
frequencywaves disappear. The figure showsthat the peak
frequencyoccursat 0.0044 Hz as describedabove.At this time,
the spacecrafttelemetryrate was reduceddrastically,by a factor
of 32, to only 32 bps. At this telemetryrate, the sampling
interval of the magnetometerdata has droppedto 12.0 sec
leadingto a Nyquistfrequency,f•, of 0.04167Hz. For signals
with frequenciesless than twice the Nyquistfrequency,data
aliasingoccursaccordingto the following formula:

L=2

fs

with a negative result (Smith, 1989). The Vector Helium

Magnetometer
flownonUlysses
is anorderof magnitude
more
sensitive (the field-equivalent noise power is ten times
smaller) than the Pioneer instrument and when the spacecraft
approached5AU quasi- sinusoidal signals were evident in the
data. Subsequentanalysis showed that the signals were
typically weak and intermittent rendering power spectra
computed over more than a few hours useless, because the
wavesdisappearinto the muchlarger backgroundfluctuations
that are persistent. A few particularlylarge wave events were
found initially, but the intermittentnature of the waves madea
large scalesurveydifficult. An autospectrumof the transverse
magnetic field fluctuationsfor one such large wave event is
shown in figure 5, for comparison with the data shown in
figure 1. As can be seen from this figure, there is an
enhancement
in power over a broadrangeof frequencies,with a
low frequencycutoff at the proton gyrofrequency(marked as

fp). It is a featureof all the waveeventsseenthat they have
broadbandenhancementin wave power with an abrupt cutoff
close the hydrogengyrofrequency. The spectrumin figure 5
was computedfrom datacollectedover threehourson day 17 6,
1997 with a time resolution of 2 seconds.

The use of dynamic (frequencyvs. time) auto and cross
spectrahas proven much more successfulin identifying wave
events and has permitted the identification of numerous
legitimateexamplesof IIW in the Ulysses data. In the course
of the analysis,we have also instituteda seriesof precautions
to screenout possible low level interferencegeneratedby the
spacecraftor other experiments. In the future, thesetechniques
can be applied to high resolution Pioneer 10, 11 magnetic
field datain an attemptto extendobservationsof IIW to other
distances,physicalconditionsand phasesof the solar cycle.

The tone at the spin period has thus been aliased to the
observedfrequency,f^, as follows'
f^ = 2 (0.04167) - 0.0790 = 0.00434 Hz.

which is consistentwith the observedlow frequencywaves.
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